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Get yourself tested
Thank you to everyone who came

to see us at the church tithe sale

during diabetes prevention week in

April. We listened to your concerns

and as a result are actively

pursuing setting up a diabetes

testing event in Sutton later this

year, when folks can come along

for simple finger prick test and get

results in minutes. In the meantime

individuals can arrange to be

tested NOW at the Tesco

Pharmacy in Ely by calling 01215

192677 or Lloyds Pharmacy in

Sainsburys Ely on 01353 663033.

Scary facts.  Be afraid… be 

very afraid
- The NHS has performed 26,378

lower limb amputations related to

both types of diabetes from 2014 to

2017 - up by 25% from previous

years.

- 207,630 people were diagnosed

with type 2 diabetes in 2016

- half of the people being admitted

to one particular NHS hospital in

our region for various non-diabetes

conditions have been discovered to

have diabetes, and they didn’t

know it! So it is essential for you to

be aware of your own risk of

developing diabetes. So that you

can be sure you are looking after

yourself properly.

Keep your feet neat!
You must look after your feet if you

have any form of diabetes.

Check it out on line:

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/Periphera

l-neuropathy/ Ask to see our diabetes

nurse at the surgery immediately if you
suspect any deterioration

Raise the game
The PPG is looking into providing a

21st century electrically operated

examination couch for the HCA’s

room from funds already donated

by you kind patients.
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Merger with Fenland Group 

Practice. 
Patients and staff are reporting that

the newly introduced telephone triage

system is working well so far with

good patient outcomes. Meanwile,

most changes are happening behind

the scenes where there are currently

issues with merging computer and

clerical systems which should be

resolved by the autumn. This is

putting staff, especially our

receptionists, under considerable

pressure at this time, so patients are

asked to be patient while things settle

down and bed in.

Medication reviews
Medication reviews will in future take

place during the month of a patient’s

birthday, in order to sensibly spread

the load. In the case of desktop

reviews, patients would only

normally be contacted if their

medication changes, but where

blood tests are normal part of

patients’ reviews they will be called

to the surgery. It would help surgery

staff enormously if patients would

sign up to on-line access to their

records to see the results of their

tests as soon as the GP has

reviewed and filed them.

Alternatively, patients could give the

surgery their mobile phone numbers

so they can get a text message

about their test results once the last

test in a series has been reviewed

and filed. Patients are urged to

contact reception to make the

necessary arrangements.Home visits. Ring up early 

please. 
The PPG has learned that patients

are leaving it late in the day to make

requests for a home visit. As our GPs

normally make home visits over their

lunch period, late requests are really

difficult to organise because GPs

have full surgeries in the afternoons.

So we ask patients to request home

visits by phoning before 10:30am,

otherwise they may not be seen until

the following day.

Missed appointments - Plea 

from your PPG
Still too many patients are not

attending their appointments without

cancelling. This is absurd and rarely

excusable behaviour which messes

up the availability of badly needed

appointments for people who really

need them. Please think folks

Keep Fit - Exercise to music.
Jane’s new weekly Exercise to

Music class at the Brooklands

Centre on Tuesday mornings is now

well under way and appears to have

been met with great enthusiasm. 30

people have signed up with between

20 and 24 people coming along

each week.

The “pay as you go” set up (£5 per

session) seems to be working well,

allowing more people to join the

group, while giving everyone the

flexibility of coming to class when

they can.

Although this class is fully

subscribed, please don’t hesitate to

get in touch if you are in the 60+ age

group and would like to join in the

fun, because if there’s enough

interest we may just set up another

class! Jane can be contacted on

01353 774899 and if you leave a

message she’ll get right back to

you.

Dementia Patients well-being
The PPG is looking into the “Love to 

Move” exercise programme

specifically designed for folks with 

dementia. More later.


